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Background
Local ablation of malignant liver tumors is considered an
established treatment modality with curative intention for
irresectable disease. Recently, laparoscopic access has been
suggested because of presumed advantages for diagnosis and
effectiveness. In a recently published retrospective study,
improved local tumor control as well as prolonged disease-free
survival could be confirmed for laparoscopic in comparison
to percutaneous microwave coagulation therapy (MCT) using
multivariate analysis [1]. Occasionally, percutaneous needle
placement and precise targeting of the tumor is difficult in
laparoscopic MCT. The following article is meant to illustrate
technical options, which are available for laparoscopic MCT.

Free Hand Punction

Figure 1: Laparoscopic microwave coagulation therapy
of a hepatocellular carcinoma using a 14G probe Type
6203-MWAProbe-14.1 (Med Waves Inc. Ave CureTM, San Diego,
CA, U.S.A.). Note the short way from the abdominal wall to the
superficially sited tumor (d= distance, each scale-line resembles
2cm.
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Figure 2: a: Microwave coagulation therapy probe Type
6203-MWAProbe-12 (MedWaves Inc. AveCureTM, San Diego,
CA, U.S.A.) inserted through a 3 mm Port TrocaSys Type 128910-03 (PAJUNK Medical Systems GmbH, Geisingen, Germany)
into a laparoscopic simulator. b: Microwave coagulation therapy
probe Type 6203-MWAProbe-12 (Med Waves Inc. Ave CureTM,
San Diego, CA, U.S.A.) inserted through a 11G guiding cannula
TruGuide® Type C1210B (BARD Biopsy Systems, Tempe, AZ,
U.S.A.).

In analogy to a targeted biopsy under ultrasound control
in the liver, laparoscopic MCT can likewise be performed by
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percutaneously inserting the MCT applicator and positioning
the needle under ultrasound control into the tumor center, using
laparoscopic ultrasound (LUS). In case of a short needle path, the
MCT antennas ranging from 14 to 16gg, are usually sufficiently
rigid to allow correction of the direction of the needle tip, if not
prevented by too much adipose tissue. In corpulent patients or
longer needle paths for other reasons, the cutaneous needle entry
impairs the freedom of movement for the needle, and control of
the needle tip is lost. For this reason, stabilization of the needle
entry is needed. Amer et al. [2] suggested the use of a hollow
needle with a bore of slightly larger diameter than the MCT device
A 14g microwave antenna requires a 13g coaxial needle, a 16g
antenna a 15g needle. This may however lead to a distinct loss of
pneumoperitoneum, which is avoided if a standard laparoscopy
trocar is used in combination with a laparoscopic MCT device. A
12g MCT applicator with 30cm shaft length is available for use
with a 3mm standard trocar. The diameter and length of the MCT
device is obviously larger than the figures interventionalists are
familiar with (Figure 1) illustrates a laparoscopic free hand MCT.
Figure 2 shows the 12g MCT antenna with a 3mm trocar as well
as with a 13g coaxial needle in the laparoscopy simulator.

Guided Punction

The technical difficulty of free hand punction consists in
three-dimensional control of the needle path and ultrasound
probe resembling the cross section shown by the ultrasound
image. In order to eliminate one degree of freedom, in analogy to
percutaneous procedures, distinct devices for needle guidance
have been developed. A simple solution consists in a groove
at the margin of the ultrasound probe, where the MCT needle
slides along. The probe was inserted using a 15mm standard
trocar and had a straight forward view. The MCT needle has
been introduced besides the ultrasound probe and parallely
inserted. Tsuchida et al. [3] describe this technique in detail.
The limitations are however obvious: Due to the fixed geometry
of the forward-looking probe and the axial access to the target
area, the technique is best applied to the ventral and caudal parts
of the liver. One of the paramount advantages of laparoscopic
MCT in comparison to percutaneous approach-access to all
parts of the liver-is thereby compromised. Retaining this
advantage requires a flexible endoscopic ultrasound probe with
a customized guidance channel. At date, only two producers offer
laparoscopic ultrasound devices with guidance option for use
with laparoscopic MCT. The maximum needle diameter is 14g.
The maximal freedom of movement is achieved with a flexible
MCT antenna.
Three elements are distinguished in such a device:

i.
The rigid tip of the needle enables the insertion into the
liver and tumorous tissue.
ii.
The flexible shaft makes the point of insertion at the
liver surface independent of the site of the cutaneous entry.
iii.
0060

The end of the shaft connects it to the cables.

In the conventional rigid devices, this part represents the
handle. To date, flexible devices for radiofrequency ablation
(RFA) as well as for MCT are available. Precisely, these devices
are semiflexible with a 7 (MCT) to 12 (RFA) cm long rigid part at
the tip of the needle and a 10 (RFA) to 43 (MCT) cm long flexible
shaft. The composition of the semiflexible RFA device as well as
the function of the LUS probe with needle guidance is described
by Figure 3.

Figure 3: Flexible radiofrequency ablation needle Star
Burst® Semi-Flex (Angio Dynamics, Latham, NY, U.S.A.), a:
Laparoscopic ultrasound probe Type 8666-RF (bk medical
ApS, Herlev, Denmark) with a radiofrequency ablation device
StarBurst® XL (Angio Dynamics, Latham, NY, U.S.A.) Image by
courtesy of bk medical.

Figure 4: Laparoscopic view at the needle placement in the
laparoscopy simulator in the moment the forceps grasps the tip
of the semiflexible MCT antenna Type 6203-MWAProbe-16F50
(Med Waves Inc. Ave CureTM, San Diego, CA, U.S.A.).

The semiflexible applicators are inserted into the abdomen
independently of the extant laparoscopic trocars and separately
moved toward the liver using a special forceps with a gap in each
jaw. The rigid part of the needle is grabbed and inserted into
the guidance channel of the ultrasound probe. The needle path
is visualized in the ultrasound image. Due to the high frequency
in LUS resulting in superior spatial resolution of the ultrasound
image, malpositioning of the needle is limited to less than 2mm
distance from the tumor center [4]. Results obtained by this
technique are superior to those of percutaneous interventions
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[1]. Figure 4 gives a laparoscopic view at the needle placement
in the laparoscopy simulator.

is easy to learn and results in superior local tumor control
and outcome.

Conclusion
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